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Abstract
This article proposes numerical simulations for the thermal nondestructive characterization. It relates to the
thermal nondestructive study of defects of cracks type in the roadways. The model used is a semi-rigid
roadway containing cracks of various positions and sizes. The thermal behavior of the roadway, according to
geometrical and thermophysical parameters of the defect, is analyzed. A constant density of heat flow is
applied to the higher face of the wearing layer of the roadway, the face of lower part of the base layer being
maintained at a constant temperature. The influence of the various geometrical parameters of the defect (size,
thickness and position) is studied and the thermographical image of the face of entry is simulated then
analyzed. The numerical method adopted for the resolution of this problem is that of the finite elements.

1. Introduction

2. Description of the model

The evaluation of the state of the roadways is an
essential sector to identify the afflicted places, and
for the planning and the assignment of the budgets
of maintenance. The vehicular traffic worsens the
cracks and propagates them towards surface, which
leads to the deterioration of the external and
fundamental layers [1]. For this reason, the first
identification of the weak zones and cracks make it
possible to departments of transport to develop
remedies to attenuate the negative impacts and to
lengthen the lifespan of the roadways. The ideal
scenario in the evaluation of the defects is based on
nondestructive approaches to prevent to obstruct
the vehicular traffic. In this article, we will draw up
a numerical study of the response of a semi-rigid
roadway, containing defects of the cracks type, with
a thermal wave and the influence of such defects on
the thermographical image simulated on the road
surface. Indeed, When a material is thermically
requested, (e.g. reheating in a natural way by the
sun), diffuse heat in material and the presence of a
defect within the material (e.g. a crack) generally
modify the heat flux through the structure taking
into account the difference between the
thermophysical parameters of material and those of
the defect. It follows from there the appearance of a
more or less hot zone on the surface compared to
close material deprived of anomaly [2, 3]. To be
able to detect the presence of an anomaly in the
structure, the change which flow undergoes must be
sufficient so that the contrast of temperature,
between the healthy zones and the problematic ones,
is significant and detectable thereafter.

We will represent the results of the non destructive
testing of a structure of roadway semi-rigid
(Figure1), having a length l1=10000mm, a width
l2=4000mm and a height h=420mm. This structure
(figure 2) [4] is composed of a single layer of low
register treated with the hydraulic binders a height
h2=340mm, covered by a surfacing, a height
h1=80mm, (asphaltic concrete of connection and
thin asphaltic concrete); the whole rests on a
platform. Each time we will trace the change of
temperature according to the axis A1A2 passing by
the two points (0m, 2m, 0.42m) and (10m, 2m,
0.42m). In this structure (figure1), are inserted
plane cracks which are represented in the form of
layer of air of height hf, a thickness ef and a length
lf. On the whole, there are 5 cracks placed in an
equidistant way. Their sizes and positions vary
according to studied cases (Influence of the position
of the cracks, the thickness or the height).
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Figure1: geometry in 3d of the studied
structure
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face being maintained at a constant temperature
Ta = 25°C and the others faces are insulated (Q=0).
It is supposed that the thermal excitation is applied
in a uniform way to considered surface. The initial
temperature is of T0=25 °C.
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Figure 2: Diagram of the structure used
(out of cut)

3. Mathematical model
To solve the following thermal equation:

a∇ 2T =
The

dT
dt

report/ratio

(1)
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diffusivity. We call upon the numerical method of
the finite elements [5, 6]. The analytical resolution
is indeed impossible being given the geometry of the
problem.
The method consists in using an approximation by
finite elements of the unknown functions T to
discretize the variational form of the equation (1)
and to transform it into system of algebraic
equations of the form:
(2)
[ Α ]T = F
With :
A square matrix of dimension [ Nh, Nh ]
F a vector of Nh components
T the vector of the temperatures to be calculated
We start by building the variational form of the
equation (1). We carry out a spacial discretization
which consists in calculating the elementary
integrals by using the finite element and a temporal
discretization.
There are many specialized software which makes it
possible to implement the method of resolution of
problems by finite elements in a more or less simple
and convivial way. They take care in particular of
the grid of the studied object, of the automatic
numbering of the elements and the nodes, of the
calculation of a solution then of the chart of the
results.
In this study, we used a commercial software based
on the finite element method and which makes it
possible to calculate the evolution of temperature at
any moment and in any point of material. The
material is considered isotropic.
The calculation of the thermal response is made in
the case of a portion of roadway subjected to a step
of flow on the surface, on the face front, continuous
and extended of density Q=100 W/m2. The back

4. Results of simulations
In order to illustrate the theoretical considerations
quoted previously, we have the computation result
of the thermal response in the case of a portion of
roadway containing:
• Asphaltic a concrete wearing layer
characterized by K = 1.5 W/m.K (thermal
conductivity), ρ = 2400 Kg/m3 (density) and
C = 907 J/Kg.K (specific heat).
• A base layer in treaty gravel characterized by
K=0.95 W/m.K (thermal conductivity),
ρ=2350 Kg/m3 (density) and C = 886 J/Kg.K
(specific heat).
Thanks to the equation of heat, knowing the thermal
characteristics of the roadway, and by using a
commercial numerical computation software
founded on the finite element method, it is possible
to determine the distribution of temperature in any
point of the structure, the assumption design
retained are as follows:
• The temperature in bottom of structure (base
of the platform) is constant;
• There is not discontinuity between the
various layers of materials;
• The defects of the crack types are represented
as blades of air characterized by: K=0.0272
W/m.K (thermal conductivity), ρ=1.057
Kg/m3 (density) and C=717.8 J/Kg.K
(specific heat) [6].
The results of simulation are given thereafter in the
form of thermal images representing the distribution
of the apparent temperature, in degree Celsius (°C),
on the upper surface of the roadway. The scale of
temperature chosen to describe the variation in the
temperature on the surface is a scale of color which
associates the temperatures of surface highest
(potentially problematic zones) the red color and the
temperatures lowest (zones a priori healthy) the
blue color.
4.1. Description of the grid:
We present the whole wall in order to emphasize the
density of the grid around the defect (Figure 3). We
chose a grid made up of triangular elements. Its
density is increased when one is around the defect
(Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the grid according to the
(x.y) plan.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the grid according to
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Figure 6 : Evolution of the temperature along
axis A1A2.
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Figure 4: Diagram of the grid according to
the x.y plan
4.2. Effect of the thickness of the defect
In this case, we introduced 5 cracks having
successively thicknesses (ef) of 4mm, 7mm, 8mm,
9mm and 10mm, with a constant position of 40mm
from the face of entry, the width of each one of
these cracks (lf) is of 1000mm and the height (hf) is
of 200mm. After resolution of the problem, we
represented the distribution of the temperature to
the face of entry (figure 4) and the change of the
temperature along axis A1A2 (figure 5).
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4.3. Effect of the position of the defect
To highlight the influence of the position of the
cracks by report to the face of entry, we placed in
the structure 5 cracks, at thickness ef=7mm, width
lf=1000mm, and height hf=200mm, successively at
20mm, 40mm, 80mm, 160mm and 200mm of the
surface of entry. In figure 8, the distribution of the
temperature at the face of entry is represented and
the evolution of the temperature along axis A1A2 in
figure 9.
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Figure 5 shows the distribution of the temperature
on the face of entry; it is noted that the temperature
passes by tops reflecting the presence of defects.
According to figure 6, the lowest temperature is of
66,88°C; the tops pass respectively by 67,39°C ;
67,32°C ; 67,27°C ; 67,22°C and 67,07°C. The
difference between the maximum value and the
minimal value of temperature is 0.51°C. Figure 6
makes it possible to appreciate the relative
importance of thickness of a defect of the type
fissures compared to the neighbour defect, because
more the thickness of the defect is large, more the
value of the top of the associated temperature with
this defect is raised and conversely.
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Figure 5: Effect the thickness of the defect on
the thermographical image (temperature in
°C) of the face of entry
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Figure 7: Geometry of the structure studied
(out of cut)
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considered 5 cracks having the same width
lf=1000mm, the same thickness ef=7mm, located at
the same position by report to the surface (at
40mm from the surface); and having respective
heights hf, of 50mm, 100mm, 150mm, 200mm and
250mm. the simulated thermographical image of the
face of entry is represented by figure 10 and that of
the evolution of the temperature along axis A1A2 by
figure 11.
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Figure 8: Effect of the position of the defect
on the distribution of the temperature (in °C)
at the face of entry
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Figure 10: Effect the height of the defect
on the distribution of the temperature (in
°C) to the face of entry

Figure 9: Evolution of the temperature
along axis A1A2
Figure 8, represents the distribution of the
temperature on the road surface. The effect of the
position of the defects on the thermographical
image simulated with the face of entry is
remarkable. Indeed, more the defect is far from the
face of entry, more the maximum of temperature
associated to the defect becomes weak. Thus, the
values of temperature to these maximum are:
67,33°C ; 67,23°C ; 67,20°C ; 67,15°C and
67,07°C. The lowest temperature on the surface
being of 66,88°C. Let us consider the crack which
is at 200mm from surface, the peak of temperature
which represents it is of 67,07°C, the difference
with the lowest temperature of surface is of 0.18°C,
it is a low value which requires a more sensitive
detection equipment. Such considerations must be
taken into account in the choice of the material of
measurement, in particular the resolution of the
thermographical camera used.
4.4. Effect the height of the defect
In this last part, we studied the influence the height
hf of the defect of the cracks type on the distribution
of the temperature on the road surface, indeed, we
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Figure 11: Evolution of the temperature along
axis A1A2
Figure 11 shows the evolution of the temperature
along axis A1A2, thus, the extremum of the
temperature pass by: 67,27°C ; 67,23°C ; 67,21°C
67,16°C and 67,11°C. In the same way, the
influence of height of the defects on the
thermographical image of the face of entry is
remarkable. The value of the tops of temperature
associated to the defect becomes increasingly low if
the height of the defect decreases and the variations
between the temperatures, maximum and minimal,
is essential in the choice of the measuring
apparatus.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we studied a structure of roadway
semi-rigid containing defects of plane cracks type.
We analyzed the influence of various parameters of
these cracks, on the temperatures of surface road,
namely the thickness, the position and the height.
This study enabled us to validate other work which
was carried out previously [6, 7] concerning the
thermal non destructive testing in concrete
structures. Thus, one can confirm that in certain
cases, thermography can be conclusive in the field
of the detection of the defects of the cracks type in
the concrete, in particular in the roadways; but if
dimensions of such defects are relatively low or are
very far from the face of entry, detection by
thermography can be difficult to see impossible
because the influence of the defect on the profile of
temperature on the surface will be unimportant in
this case, nevertheless, the use of the thermal
methods in the non destructive testing remains of
great importance owing to the fact that the
measurment of the data is fast and the
thermographical images can be exploited in real
time.
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